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“We don’t grow into creativity. 

We grow out of it.” 
-Sir Ken Robinson





Webb’s Depth of Knowledge Chart (DoK)



Participant Session Goals

1. Modify an existing or create a new project that demonstrates critical 
thought.

2. Reflect on what lectures you have that could be more student-
centered via guided discussions?



We are trained from a very early age to think vertically, not 
horizontally. Consequently, the process of realizing that 

everything relates to everything does not always naturally 
occur. Transfer does occur unless instructors teach for transfer 

(Madsen & Madsen, 1970).



Acquiring the Skill to Sing in Harmony

• Steps to building harmony skill (Bowers):
• 1. Unison
• 2. Add an ostinato
• 3. Partner songs
• 4. Add a descant
• 5. Vocal chording
• 6. Parts of a canon or round
• 7. Canon or round
• 8. Transitional (several combined elements from above)
• 9. 2–4 part songs
•
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“Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I 

remember. Involve me and I will learn.” 
-Attributed to Benjamin Franklin



Stopping by the Woods on a Snowy Evening
by Robert Frost

Whose woods these are I think I know.
His house is in the village though;
He will not see me stopping here

To watch his woods fill up with snow.

My little horse must think it queer
To stop without a farmhouse near

Between the woods and frozen lake
The darkest evening of the year.

He gives his harness bells a shake
To ask if there is some mistake.

The only other sound’s the sweep
Of easy wind and downy flake.

The woods are lovely, dark and deep, 
But I have promises to keep,

And miles to go before I sleep,

And miles to go before I sleep.

Twitter post 
challenge



Embedding Problem Solving
(Paul, 2020)

1. Begin your instruction with a problem to solve.
2. Create provisions for follow-up.
3. Provide opportunities for reflection.
4. Work Socratically.
5. Use collaborative problem solving.
6. Design assignments that encourage an emotional hook, reinforce meaning 

and relevance for the student, and which incorporate novelty, humor, and 
problem solving.

7. Provide Role-immersion experiences.
8. Shift traditional lectures to be more student-centered via guided 

discussions?
9. Design exercises to tap into our non-verbal memory system to enhance 

student learning.
10. Debate
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